
My Little Scythe: Math Lesson Plan 
Learning the game: My Little Scythe is family-friendly competitive game for 1-6 players for ages 8 & up. In My 
Little Scythe, each player controls an animal faction that is participating in the Harvest Tournament where the 
winner will be declared the new ruler of the Kingdom of Pomme! How to play My Little Scythe. 

Topics Covered:  

• Probability 
• Recording and presenting data 
• Data analysis 
• Critical thinking  

Lesson Objectives:  

• Grades K-5: Students will be able to apply mathematical reasoning by verbally announcing decisions 
made during a game of My Little Scythe.  

• Grades 6-8: Students will be able to organize and evaluate data by answering questions based on data 
that has been collected during at least one game of My Little Scythe.  

• Grades 9-12: Students will be able to formulate the probability of specific dice rolls in the game My 
Little Scythe by applying normal distribution.  

Academic Language and Vocabulary: Pie, friendship, portal, move, seek, make, quest, base camp, make a 
delivery, trophy, action token, gems, apples, Castle Everfree, mean, median, mode, chart, graph, trends, 
causality, correlation, scatter plot, bar graph, Automountie, number line. 

 

Questions/Activities: 

• At the beginning of each round, track the number of pies you have and your level on the friendship 
track. After the game has finished, perform the following tasks with your data: 

o Compare your two charts, do you think the friendship track or the pie chart is more important 
to maintain and why? 

o Examine your data and recognize trends between the two data sources. Was there a turn 
where you can identify a certain event occurring just by examining the data? 

o Identify the mean, median, and mode for your pies and place on the friendship track.  
o Chart your data on a scatter plot and/or bar graph. 
o Compare your scatterplots to others. Identify an event in the game by analyzing the data from 

another player.  
• Go through all the quest cards in the game. Thoroughly read each one and write 2-3 sentences on 

which one you have determined to be the best. In your answer, provide logical reasoning and statistical 
comparative reasoning in your answer.  Do the same for upgrade cards and include which type of 
upgrade gives you the biggest advantage and why. 

• How do portals make moving more efficient? On a separate sheet of paper, redraw the map and mark 
where the portals would be. Now calculate moving from one space to another space by using portals 
AND by traveling by just moving your piece. Analyze each movement and explain the advantages each 
movement sequence can have.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aI881eY0838&


• Create new magic, trophy, and quest cards. You must be able to explain the mathematical advantage 
for each card you create. All cards created can be presented in a share out session with all players.  

• Perform the following calculations prior to playing a game of My Little Scythe with the Automountie 
variation. Then evaluate your gameplay.  

o Calculate the following: 
 The average value of magic cards. 
 The odds for each level of magic card to be reveled (they are valued 2-5).  
 2-8 pies avg attack value for the automaton. This data should be represented in a chart. 

Assess when you would be at a likely advantage and disadvantage to attack.  
o Reflect on your gameplay and guesses. Were you correct in your calculations? If you did get in a 

pie fight what was the result and how did the result compare to your prior assessment? 
o Analyze how the Automountie player operated during the game. Would you play similarly or 

different form the Automountie? Why? 
o How would different difficulties impact the gameplay.  

• Calculate the probability of the following things occurring when making a seek action: 
o Placing 2 apples in the same region. 
o Placing 2 gems in the same region. 
o Placing 1 apple in the blue region and 1 gem in the red region. 
o Placing a quest and 1 apple in the same region.  
o Pacing a quest and 2 gems in the same location. 

Lesson Modifications: 

• Congratulations to the winner and the new ruler of The Kingdom of Pomme! For this activity, each 
player will tell one part of a story. Have the new ruler begin to tell a story to the rest of the group. 
Then, in turn order, the next storyteller adds 3-4 sentences to the story. Each storyteller must include 
at least one element from the game. The story should finish with the ruler of Pomme providing the 
conclusion. Players will then discuss how the story was told and what they liked about each person’s 
contribution.      

• The Pie in the Sky expansion for My Little Scythe adds new factions, new power up tiles, and an air ship 
for each player! How to play Pie in the Sky expansion. After playing with the expansion, answer the 
following questions: 

o Did the additional trophy token change how you played or alter the game play at all?  
o When rolling the airship die, what are the odds of rolling a 6 versus rolling a trophy? How will 

knowing these odds impact your decision making during the game? 
o Examine the achievements page and answer the following questions: 

 What is the shortest amount of games it would take for sone one to achieve Grand 
Gemologist and Pie Marshall ranks? What would each of these games look like in terms 
of what would have to happen in the game for one player to accomplish this? 

 Create an additional Rank for someone who has received the Pie Marshall rank a second 
time.  

Content Background Knowledge:  

• Fundamentals of Probability 
• Probability and Statistics overview 
• Range of Data in Statistics  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBQhd2_R6NM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6bSpHaCccA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DIcYtiZwFmM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtpgI-Uw8bM


• Finding Probability using a Normal Distribution 

 

Common Core Standards:  

• Grades K-5:   
o 2.MD.10: Draw a picture graph and a bar graph (with single-unit scale) to represent a data set 

with up to four categories. Solve simple put-together, take-apart, and compare problems using 
information presented in a bar graph. 

o 4.OA.3: Solve multistep word problems posed with whole numbers and having whole-number 
answers using the four operations, including problems in which remainders must be 
interpreted. Represent these problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown 
quantity. Assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation 
strategies including rounding. 

• Grades 6-8:  
o 6.SP.4: Display numerical data in plots on a number line, including dot plots, histograms, and 

box plots.  
o 7.SP.5: Understand that the probability of a chance event is a number between 0 and 1 that 

expresses the likelihood of the event occurring. Larger numbers indicate greater likelihood. A 
probability near 0 indicates an unlikely event, a probability around 1/2 indicates an event that is 
neither unlikely nor likely, and a probability near 1 indicates a likely event. 

• Grades 9-12:  
o S-IC.2: Decide if a specific model is consistent with results from a given data-generating process.  
o S-ID.2: Use statistics appropriate to the shape of the data distribution to compare center 

median, mean) and spread (interquartile range, standard deviation) of two or more different 
data sets. 

 i 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rionve04Dvs


 

 
i Christopher Gibbs is a certified teacher in the state of CT and currently on track to receive his Master’s in 
Teaching in Summer of 2020 from Central Connecticut State University. He has been playing tabletop and role-
playing games for more than 20 years.  


